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1. INTRODUCTION
Let G be a finite group of order g. Let p be a prime and let g pag 
Ž .with p, g   1. An irreducible ordinary character of G is called a
a  p-defect 0 if and only if its degree is divisible by p . By 1, Theorem 4.18 ,
G has a character of defect 0 if and only if G has a p-block of defect 0.
An important question in the modular representation theory of finite
groups is to find the group-theoretic conditions for the existence of
characters of p-defect 0 in a finite group. In this paper, we shall give
necessary and sufficient conditions for a solvable group to have a character
of p-defect 0.
Before describing the next theorem we need to define the following
Ž .notation. Let GL. Let Irr L be the set of ordinary irreducible charac-
Ž . Ž .ters of L and let I  be the inertia group of  Irr L . For KL	GG
Ž .    4    we define I L, K  xG 
 x, L 	 K . Since x, L 	 L and x, KG
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .	 K  x I L, K , I L, K 	N L N K . Let x, y I L, KG G G G G
    y  Ž .   yand z L. Then xy, z  x, z y, z . Since yN K , x, z  K.G
  Ž . Ž .Hence xy, z  K. Thus xy I L, K , which implies that I L, K is aG G
subgroup of G. Furthermore, for an integer n, we denote by n thep
highest power of the prime p that divides n.
THEOREM. Let G be a finite solable group and p be a prime. Then G has
a character of p-defect 0 if and only if G has a chain of subgroups
GG G   G , which satisfies the conditions:1 2 n
Ž . Ž .1 G  I L , K for some p-subgroups L , K such that K 1 G 1 1 1 1 1
L G and 1 L K is cyclic.1 1 1
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Ž .2 There exist p-subgroups L , K such that K 	 K L G ;k k k1 k k k1
1 L K is cyclic; 2 k n; and one of the following two cases holds:k k
Ž . Ž .i G  I L , K , where L  K  K and L  L .k G k k k1 k k1 k1 kk1
Ž .ii L  L , K  K , and there exist subgroups G and Ek k1 k k1 k k
such that
Ž .a K 	G and K 	 E G ,k1 k k1 k k1
Ž . Ž . Ž .b G  G K  E G , E  G  Z E k1 k1 k1 k k k k k
Ž .Z G  L ,k1 k1
Ž . Ž .c 1 E Z E is an elementary abelian q-group for a primek k
q p, and
Ž .  Ž . Ž .d T , E Z E  E Z E for some TG such thatk k k k k
Ž .TC E is a q-group.G kk
Ž .3 G is a p-subgroup.n
2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section we shall give some lemmas which will be used to prove
the theorem.
 LEMMA 1 4, p. 34, Corollary 1.10 . Suppose G 1 is solable and eery
Ž .normal abelian subgroup of G is cyclic. Let F F G and let Z be the socle
Ž .of the cyclic group Z F . Then there exist E, IG with
Ž . Ž .i F EI, Z E I, and I C E .F
Ž .ii EZ E Z  E Z for chief factors EZ of G with1 n i
Ž .E 	 C E for i j.i G j
Ž . Ž .   2 niiii For each i, Z E  Z, EZ p for a prime p and ani i i i
Ž . Ž .integer n , and E O Z F for an extra-special group F O E G ofi i p i i p ii i
order p2 ni1.i
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Ž .iv If eery normal abelian subgroup of G is central in F, then
Ž .I Z F .
  Ž .LEMMA 2 4, p. 36, Lemma 1.11 . Suppose that Z	 EG, Z Z E is
cyclic and central in G, and EZ E Z  E Z for chief factors1 n
Ž .EZ of G. Assume that G is solable and E 	 C E if and only if i j.i i G j
Ž .Then there exists H	G with EHG, EH Z, and C E 	H.G
 LEMMA 3 6, p. 268, Theorem 2.3 . Assume the following:
Ž . Ž . Ž .i G EH, EG, EH Z E 	 Z G .
Ž . Ž .ii 1 Z E is cyclic.
Ž . Ž .iii EZ E is an elementary abelian q-group for a prime q.
Ž .  Ž . Ž . Ž .iv T , EZ E  EZ E for some C E 	 TH such thatH
Ž .TC E is a q-group.H
Ž . Ž .v  is a faithful character of Z E .
Ž . Ž .Then there exists a one-to-one correspondence f : Irr G 
   Irr H 
 
Ž . Ž . Ž f .Ž .  Ž . 12such that for  Irr G 
  ,  1  e  1 where e EZ E  .
3. PROOF OF THEOREM
In this section we shall prove the theorem stated in the Introduction.
Ž .Proof.  Suppose that G has an irreducible ordinary character 
Ž . a Ž . a  of p-defect 0. Then  Irr G and p 
  1 , where p  G . Setp
Ž .  M Ker  . Then M G. Since  1  GM , M is a p-subgroup.p1 1 p 1 1
Ž . Set GGM . Then O G  1 since G has a character of p-defect 0 1,1 p
Corollary III.6.9 . Since G is solvable, there exists a p-subgroup L M1 1
such that GL  1 is abelian.1
Ž .Let   Irr L with  
  . Then 1  is a linear character. By1 1 1 L 11
Ž Ž .. Ž .Clifford’s theorem, there exists a   Irr I  such that  
 1 G 1 1 1 L1
Ž . G GŽ . is regarded as a character of L and    . Then  1 1 1 1 1
 Ž .  Ž . b  Ž .  a Ž . GŽ .G : I   1 . Let p  I  . Then p   1   1 pG 1 1 G 1 p 1 p
ab Ž . Ž . b Ž Ž ..p  1 . Hence  1  p . Thus   Irr I  is a character of1 p 1 p 1 G 1
p-defect 0. Let K Ker  with K M . Then L K is cyclic since 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Ž .    4 Ž .is linear. Furthermore, I   gG 
 g, L 	 K  I L , K . WeG 1 1 1 G 1 1
Ž .set G  I L , K . Then G satisfies Condition 1 of the theorem.1 G 1 1 1
Next we set G G K .1 1 1
Case 1. There exists a subgroup L such that L  L and L is an2 1 2 2
abelian normal subgroup of G .1
Ž .Since G has a character of p-defect 0, O G  1. Hence L is a1 p 1 2
Ž . Ž .p-group and so is L . Let   Irr L with  
  . Then 1  is a2 2 2 2 1 L 22
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linear character. Let K Ker  with K  K . Then L K is cyclic2 2 2 1 2 2
and 1  
  . Since L  K G , L  K 	Ker  2Ž L  K . 1Ž L  K . 1 2 1 1 2 11 2 1 2
Ž . Ž .L  K , and hence L  K  K . We set G  I L , K  I  .1 1 1 2 1 2 G 2 2 G 21 1
Ž .Ž .Then G satisfies Condition 2 i of the theorem. By an argument similar2
Ž .to that above, G has a character  of p-defect 0 such that  
 2 2 2 2 L2
and Ker   K .2 2
Case 2. Every normal abelian subgroup of G is contained in L .1 1
Ž . Ž .Set F F G . Since G has a character of p-defect 0, O G  1.1 1 p 1
Hence F is a p-group. Since L is cyclic, there exist E, IG , which1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .satisfy the conditions i  iv of Lemma 1. By Lemma 1 iv , I Z F . If
Ž . Ž . Ž .E 1, then F Z F and G  C L  C F 	 F; hence G is1 G 1 G 11 1
Ž .nilpotent. Since O G  1, G is p-group and so is G . Hence we mayp 1 1 1
assume that E 1.
Ž . Ž .Now we reset E Z F E , where E is as in Lemma 1 ii . Set Z1 1
Ž . Ž .Z E Z F . By Lemma 2, there exists H	G with EHG , EH Z,1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .and C E 	H. By Lemma 1 ii and iii , EZ is an irreducible HZ-G1
module and E ZK for an extra-special q-group KG for a prime1
Ž Ž ..q p. Let Q be a Sylow q-subgroup of the inverse image of O HC E .q H
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž .Then O HC E QC E C E . Since 1 C Q is HZ-in-q H H H EZ
Ž .   Ž .variant, C Q  EZ. By 2, Lemma 4.6, p. 195 , Q	 KC K EZ G1
Ž .  Ž . Ž . Ž .KC E since Q, KZ K  1. Since C E 	H, Q	 KC E HG G G1 1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..KH C E  C E  C E . Thus O HC E  1.G G H q H1 1
Ž .Suppose H C E . If E is not isomorphic to the quaternion group ofH
order 8, then E has a non-cyclic abelian normal subgroup E . Since0
E G this contradicts the hypotheses of Case 2. If E is isomorphic to0 1
the quaternion group of order 8, then E has a cyclic normal subgroup X
Ž .of order 4. Since XG and X	 Z G  L , this contradicts the hy-1 1 1
Ž .potheses of Case 2. Thus C E H.H
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .Let LC E  F HC E . Then C E 	 LH and LC E isH H H H
 Ž . Ž .a q-group. Since 1  L, EZ E is H-invariant, EZ E 
 Ž . Ž .L, EZ E by Lemma 1 ii . Let G H, E  E, and T L, where G ,2 2 2
E , and T are subgroups of G . Furthermore, set L  L and K  K .2 1 2 1 2 1
Ž .Ž .Then G satisfies Condition 2 ii of the theorem.2
Moreover, by Lemma 3, there exists a one-to-one correspondence f :
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Irr G 
   Irr G 
  such that for  Irr G 
  ,  1 1 1 2 2 1 1
Ž f .Ž .  Ž . 12 f Ž . Ž .e  1 where e EZ E . Let    . Then  1  e 1 , and2 1 1 2
so  is a p-defect 0 character of G since p e.2 2
Ž .Thus, in each case, there exist   Irr G of p-defect 0 and  2 1 2
Ž . Ž .Irr L such that  
  and Ker   K . Repeating this argument,2 2 2 L 2 22
there exist G , G , . . . , which satisfy the conditions of the theorem. Since3 4
     G L  G L  G L  . . . , there exists an integer n with1 1 2 2 3 3
 G L 1. Then G  L is a p-subgroup of G.n n n n
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Ž . Suppose that G has a chain of subgroups GG G  1 2
˜G , which satisfies the conditions of the theorem. Set G G K .n n n n
˜ ˜Ž . Ž . Ž .Then there exists   Irr G and   Irr L such that  
  and˜n n n n n n Ln˜ ˜ is faithful. Since G is a p-group,  is a p-defect 0 character of G .n n n n
Next we set G G K .n1 n1 n1
Ž .Ž .Case 1. G satisfies Condition 2 i of the theorem.n
Ž .Now L G ,   Irr L , andn n1 n n
 I   gG 
 g , L 	 K  I L , K G . 4Ž . Ž .G n n1 n n G n n nn 1 n1
G n 1Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .Since   Irr G  Irr I  and  
  ,   Irr G byn n G n n n L n n1n 1 nG n 1 Ž .Clifford’s theorem. Set    and    . Since  
n1 n n1 n L nn 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . and  
  ,  
  . Since Ker  Ker n L n L n1 L n1 n1 L n1 nn n n n1
Ž . L  K  L  K  L  K  1,   Irr L isn1 n n1 n n1 n1 n1 n1
Ž .   Ž .faithful. Furthermore,  1  G : G  1 and  is a p-defect 0n1 n1 n n n
character of G , which implies that  is a p-defect 0 character ofn n1
G .n1
Ž .Ž .Case 2. G satisfies Condition 2 ii of the theorem.n
Ž .By Lemma 3, there exists a one-to-one correspondence f : Irr G 
 n1 n
fŽ . Ž . Ž .  Ž . Irr G 
  such that for  Irr G 
  ,  1  e  1 wheren n n1 n
12 Ž .  Ž .e E Z E  . Hence there exists a unique   Irr G 
 n n n1 n1 n
fwith    . Since  is a p-defect 0 character of G and p e, n1 n n n n1
Ž .is a p-defect 0 character of G . Set    . Then   Irr L n1 n1 n n1 n
Ž .Irr L ,  
  , and  is faithful.n1 n1 n1 n1
Ž . Ž .Thus, in each case, there exist   Irr G and   Irr Ln1 n1 n1 n1
Ž .such that  
  and  is faithful. Repeating this argument,n1 n1 L n1n 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .there exist   Irr G and   Irr L such that  
  and  is1 1 1 1 1 1 L 11
Ž . Ž .faithful, where G G K and L  L K . Since I   I L , K1 1 1 1 1 1 G 1 G 1 1
G Ž . GG ,   Irr G by Clifford’s theorem. Then  is a p-defect 01 1 1
character of G.
4. EXAMPLES
 In 2 , we investigated the existence of characters of p-defect 0 in
p-nilpotent groups. So, in this section, by using the theorem we shall
investigate whether the following groups of p-length 2 have characters of
Ž .p-defect 0 when p 2 .
Ž . Ž . ŽEXAMPLE 1. GL 2, 3 acts naturally on V  Z  Z Z denotes the3 3 n
.cyclic group of order n . Then we can consider the semi-direct product
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Ž . ² : ² : ² :G  V  GL 2, 3 . Set L  V  a  b and K  a . Then1 1
Ž . ² : ² :     ² : ² :I L , K  L  c  t , where c 3, t 2, and c  t  SG 1 1 1 3
Ž . Ž .the symmetric group of degree 3 . We set G  I L , K . Next, set1 G 1 1
Ž² : ² :. ² : ² : ² : Ž .L  a  b  c and K  a  bc . Then L 	 I L , K2 2 2 G 2 21
	G .1
Ž . Ž . 1 tIf I L , K G , then t I L , K . Since c c  K , then cG 2 2 1 G 2 2 21 1
  Ž .K , contrary to our choice of K . Since G : L 2, I L , K  L is a2 2 1 2 G 2 2 21
2-subgroup of G.
Ž . ² :Set G  I L , K . Furthermore, L  K  a  K . Thus G has a2 G 2 2 1 2 11
chain of subgroups GG G which satisfies the conditions of the1 2
theorem. Hence G has a character of 2-defect 0.
Ž .EXAMPLE 2. Let HGL 2, 11 and let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of H.
Ž . Ž .Let Q	 S with QQ the quaternion group of order 8 . Then N Q8 H
Ž . L Z such that LGL 2, 3 and Z Z . Since L Z acts naturally5
Ž .on V  Z  Z , we can consider the semi-direct products G V L11 11
Ž .	G  V L Z .0
Suppose that G has a character of 2-defect 0. Then G has a chain
GG   G which satisfies the conditions of the theorem. At first,1 n
Ž .G has subgroups L , K which satisfy Condition 1 of the theorem. Since1 1 1
² : ² :V is minimal normal, L  V. Since 1 L K , L  a  b with1 1 1 1
² :     Ž .K  a , where a b 11. Let N	 L with N SL 2, 3 . Since N Z1
Ž .acts regularly and transitively on V, 1 C t for some involution t L.V
Ž .    Ž .    Then V C t  V, t with C t V, t 11. By conjugation, weV V
  Ž . Ž . ² :may assume that K  V, t . Then I L , K  I L , K  L  t .1 G 1 1 G 1 1 10
² :Hence G  L  t . Then G is not a 2-subgroup of G. Thus there is1 1 1
Ž .no subgroup G of G which satisfies Condition 2 of the theorem. Hence2 1
G has no characters of 2-defect 0.
ZZ 22
ZZ  Z33 5
QQ 88
Z  Z3 3 Z  Z11 11
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